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Motivation
This research is investigating certification standards, evaluating factors for noise impact
standards, and methods to monitor community dynamics during tests of community
acceptability of low boom signatures. These topics are designed to gather data critical for
regulatory assessment of future civilian supersonic fight and to support CAEP/WG1/SSTG and
NASA activities on sonic boom research.
It addresses roadmap research question:
“What is needed from a standard to consider allowing supersonic flights over land?”
by implementing research that supports:

#

•"
•"

Obtaining conﬁdence in signatures, assessing metrics stability (41A)!
Community impact and acoustic acceptability (41B)!

Objectives

What is the expected outcome?
!" The Civilian supersonics certification task is evaluating the applicability, stability, and
application of single event metrics for certification.
!" The community monitoring task:
•" Evaluating social media as a supplemental means to observe social dynamics in the
community that provide insights into community perceptions about a noise event
•" The development of low cost noise monitors seeks to optimize measurement
requirements and minimize costs in future field tests
•" The environmental masking urban/rural literature review will investigate the role
background noise plays on noise impact and perception
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41A Confidence Intervals: Approach
•" Determine the number of ground measurements needed
for narrow 90% metric confidence intervals for
supersonic aircraft en-route noise.
–" Atmospheric turbulence distorts the signature, so more than one
measurement is needed
–" Too many measurements can be costly to implement

•" Analyze sonic boom metrics’ confidence interval sizes for
different numbers of microphones and compare to
subsonic standard
–" See which metrics naturally are minimally affected by turbulence

•" Technique
–"
–"
–"
–"

Fly supersonic over a long microphone array
Calculate metric averages and 90% confidence intervals
Selectively remove microphones from the average
Several methods used: Here only show results for adjacent mics
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NASA’s SCAMP data set
•" Condition: 6 steady, level passes
•" Aircraft: F-18B
•" Array: 3048 m, 81 microphones
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41A Confidence Intervals: PL Results
•" Fewer than 10 adjacent mics needed for
stable 90% confidence interval
•" Mach 1.17 1.20 1.30
•" 6 colors, one per flight
•" 4 line types denote
starting mic channel
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41A Confidence Intervals: Metric Results

•" Fewer than 10 mics
needed for
adjacent method
•" SELB has low
variation
•" 90% C.I.s have
variation between 2
to 4 dB for any
metric
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41B Community Impact and Acoustic Acceptability
Social media monitoring affords potential for proactive outreach !

!"Observe community response to an event with Social Media Monitoring (SMM)
!"Observe on-line posts and community dynamics regarding noise during field test
!"Intended for public domain information only and not viewed as response data
!" Geographic based search of social media may identify:
•" Community concerns related to the field test noise events
•" Potential sound channel due to topography, urban canyons, or environmental variability

Observations provide insights for ﬁeld test new releases,
outreach information, or redesign of ﬁeld test variables !
ABC News identifies boom event. Test EchoSec SMM in region
Impact of the Noise (ABC News)

(http://abcnews.go.com/US/jerseyrocked-sonic-boom/story?id=36578433)

ABC News content determined search domain for social media posts
using Echosec.com for a sonic boom due to an F-35 on 1/28/16
“The boom was centered north of Hammontown, NJ, around 1:30 p.m. It
was the first of nine booms reported ….

!"
!"
!"
!"

Data selection of 1/28/16 to 1/29/16 in the New Jersey region
Sample Post is from Flickr
There were no available posts for the search displayed for Twitter
Additional testing will be conducted during a NASA test in May

Echosec Social Media Search Jan 28-29
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41B Community Impact and Acoustic Acceptability
!Social media monitoring tool evaluation
!" The
•"
•"
•"
•"

SMM tool GeoFeedia was explored, but deemed not viable
GeoFeedia excelled in visualization of the data analysis
The cost was $1000 per data set (for each boom event where data is gathered)
This per data set cost is too costly for this project, or for the NASA field tests
We were not able to negotiate a reduced cost for research purposes

!" Currently evaluating EchoSec, a SMM tool that is $1068 per year
•" Affordable cost but less archived data available compared to GeoFeedia
•" Different visualization of the data
!

SMM has shown potential to inform research from on line responses to noise events
Environmental Masking (urban/rural) Literature Review
!" Initiate a review of literature on environmental noise and perception
!" Review will investigate the role background noise plays on perception and noise
impact in differing background noises for urban or rural noise environments
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41B Community Impact and Acoustic Acceptability
Develop low cost noise monitors (LCNM) Prototype

LCNM Components
2 Microphones
GPS Sensor
Environmental Sensor
Accelerometer Sensor
Single Board Computer
(SBC)
!" The LCNM prototype was assembled for testing
!" Utilizes commercial off the shelf (COTS) parts
!" Single board computer, microphone, and batteries
!" Temperature and Humidity sensors
!" Two microphone channels afford use of two different dynamic ranges
!" Can capture low level signals and higher dynamic signals
!" Applicability for a range of noise monitoring projects
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Summary
!" P41 is supporting FAA, NASA, and industry regarding low-boom supersonics research
•" Confidence interval approach developed for supersonic certification assuming
multiple ground microphones
•" Social media monitoring can be used to observe community dynamics during a
noise event. Access to archived data proved more costly than anticipated.
•" A low cost monitor using COTS components has been designed and tested. The
monitor includes 2 mics to allow recording settings for a low and high amplitude
dynamic range and an accelerometer channel.
•" A review of literature on environmental noise and perception was initiated.
!" Focus for summer and fall of 2017:
•" New approaches for removing turbulence from measured signatures
•" Summarize role of social media monitoring to observe community dynamics
•" Final documentation of LCNM monitor design
•" Compilation of initial literature review on background noise and perception
!" Key challenges/barriers
•" Patience in waiting for the NASA funded QueSST demonstrator aircraft
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